
FUMC ESL 9-12-2022 High Beginning and Low Intermediate Lesson 

Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Name a job you would like 
to have.


Which sentence is correct? 

1-What is difference between these two shirts?

2-What is the difference between these two shirts?


1-Are these shirts the different?

2-Are these shirts different?


1-I can't tell these part.

2-I can't tell these apart.


1-Those children look similar.

2-Those children look the similar.


1-How are these flowers different?

2-How are these flowers the different?


1-It is exactly 7 PM.

2-It is the exactly 7 PM.


1-Do you know the exactly time?

2-Do you know the exact time?


1-These look the identical.

2-These look identical.


On Thursday, we talked about finding work. Read these conversations twice. Switch 
characters after reading the first time and read again. Then, answer the questions. 

Sandra:  Your application looks good. But I can't hire you without some references. Have you 
worked for anyone in the U.S.?

Jan:  No, I'm sorry. I just moved here last month. I have references from China.

Sandra:  That won't work. I need a reference from a U.S. company.


1. Why can't Sandra hire Jan?

2. What is Jan's problem?


Kelly:  I see you have some job openings here. What job skills are you looking for?

Stan:  We are looking for an experienced hairdresser. We need someone who can cut and 
color hair.

Kelly:  I have those skills. I was a hairdresser in Poland. 

Stan:  That's good. Do you have a license to practice in Texas.

Kelly: No, I don't. But I can do the job. Can't you hire me without a license?

Stan:  No, I'm sorry Kelly. We aren't allowed to hire you without that certificate. It's a state law.




1. What job skills is Stan looking for?

2. Does Kelly have those skills?

3. What doesn't Kelly have?

4. Why can't Stan hire Kelly without a license?


Deb:  Your application looks good. And your references are good. I'd like you to schedule an 
interview with the store manager.

Lee:  Sure. I could interview right now. 

Deb:  The manager isn't here right now. She'll be back this afternoon. Call around 4 and ask to 
schedule an interview for tomorrow.


1. What does Deb say about Lee's application and references?

2. What does Deb ask Lee to do?

3. Why can't Deb do it right now?


Kay:  I am looking at the reference your former employer wrote. It says you were not always 
punctual. That is a big problem for me. Being punctual is a requirement for this job.

Linda:  Yes, I was late a few times at my old job. But I can do better. I can be punctual.


1. What does Kay's reference say?

2. What is Linda's reply?

3. Do you think Kay will be punctual if she gets this job?


Ben:I saw the "Help Wanted" sign in the window. Do you still have job openings?

Sherry:  Yes, we are looking for an assistant manager for our restaurant. Are you interested in 
that job?

Ben:  Yes, I am. But I can only work part-time. I go to school in the mornings on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. I can be here by 1:30 on the days I have school. I can be here all day on the days I 
don't have school.

Sherry:  I'm sorry, but we need a full-time employee. The assistant manager must be here all 
day to supervise the employees.


1. What did Ben see in the window?

2. What was the job opening?

3. Is Ben interested in the job?

4. What is the problem?

5. What are the hours of the restaurant?

6. Do you think Ben will get the job?


Mindy:  What is the salary for this job?

Nel:  We pay $15.00 per hour, and time and a half for overtime. 



Mindy:  So, I'll make $22.50 per hour for overtime work. That sounds good. I need the money.

Nel:  Yes. And our employees work a lot of overtime because we are short staffed right now.


1. How much does the job pay?

2. How much will Mindy make for overtime?

3. Does Mindy want to work overtime?

4. Why are the employees working a lot of overtime?


Pronouncing OU: There are several ways to pronounce OU in a word.  

• It can be pronounced with the OW sound as in  cow. Examples: ouch, our, round, house, out, 
cloud


• It can be pronounced like a long O. Examples: shoulder, four, pour, dough, soul

• It can be pronounced like a short U. Examples: cousin, double, young, touch, country, rough

• It can be pronounced like a long U:  tour, your, group, soup


Practice these word pairs. Tell if there is a difference in the sound of OU. 

Practice these sentences. 

1-The youth from St. Cloud liked to sing aloud, but not in a crowd.


2-There once was a very loud mouse. 

Who loved to shout in the house. 

You could hear the mouse from outside the house.

He was proud and danced around.

If you don't want to hear the youthful mouse, stay outside of the house.


3-The boy scout sat on the couch in the house until the woman said, "Get out!"


4-You will say, "Ouch!" if you pound your finger.


5-The house in town is on wet ground.


6-The brown cow saw a mouse eat a woman's blouse.


7-My spouse is in the house chasing a mouse.


English is tricky: 

1-Thursday, we'll talk about the OW sound which can have the same sound as OU.  EX:

Cow and Count have the same vowel sound.  Slow and Pour have the same long O sound.


thought - through doubt - dough mouth - south court - could

couple - count hour - your trouble - tour wouldn't - couldn't

brought - bought young - youth sour - source about - four



2-Just because two words are spelled the same, doesn't mean they are pronounced the same.  
The past tense of wind is wound. EX: I wound the clock.  It rhymes with round.

The noun form of this word, wound,  means an injury. EX: You have a wound on your hand.  It 
sounds like balloon.


3-Another word with the same spelling but different pronunciation is, ROW. If you paddle your 
boat, you row your boat. 

The noun form of this word is pronounced ROW like COW and means an argument or fight. EX: 
I had a row with the supervisor because he said I was late.



